
COMPETITOR PLUS™
RIFLE SLING

• PREMIUM TOP-GRAIN STEERHIDE • EXTRA HEAVY HOOKS • STITCHED KEEPERS
• U.S. MADE from U.S. LEATHER, 100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

y TAN #084-270-110    y BLACK #084-270-210
y TAN #084-270-112 (With 11⁄4" Swivels)

y BLACK #084-270-211 (With 11⁄4" Swivels)

076-200-340 R606MADE IN U.S.A.
076-200-340 R606
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR:
ASSEMBLY

  1)  Place the sling on a flat surface, on edge, with the Short Strap to your left, 
rough side facing you and the “D” ring to the right.

  2)  Place the Long Strap on your right with the smooth side facing you, and 
the Feed End (the other end is called the Hook End) to the left.

  3)  Run the Feed End of the Long Strap through the “D” ring with the smooth 
side of the Long Strap to the right and pull it through the “D” ring until 
the “D” ring is between the ninth and tenth pair of holes to the left of the 
Long Strap’s Hook End.

  4)  Start the first Keeper, stitched side away from you, onto the Feed End of 
the Long Strap, slide it over the Hook and draw tight against the “D” ring. 
This Keeper will be referred to as the Lower Keeper.

  5)  Start the second Keeper, stitched side away from you, onto the Feed End 
of the Long Strap and slide it down until it just touches the Hook. (Do not 
go past the Hook.) This will be referred to as the Upper Keeper.

  6)  Run the Feed End of the Long Strap through the rifle’s muzzle swivel loop, 
from the buttside of the swivel. Loop it over so rough side touches rough 
side and slide through the second Keeper.

  7)  Move the Feed End of the Long Strap toward the Hook and put the Hook 
into the fifth pair of Feed End holes,  from the smooth side.

  8)  Slide the Upper Keeper toward the rifle’s muzzle swivel loop until it stops. 
As an alternative, the Upper Keeper can be slid toward the rifle’s butt and 
positioned over the end of the Hook, gripping the Hook and two layers 
of the sling.

  9)  Before threading the Short Strap through the rifle’s butt swivel loop, it 
may be necessary to peen down the rivets holding the Hook to the Sling. 
Work the Hook End of the Short Strap through the rifle’s butt swivel loop, 
from the muzzle side of the swivel. Loop the strap over so rough side 
touches rough side. Put the Hook into the seventh pair of holes from the 
Hook.

10)   When finished, the main portion of the Hook bodies should face AWAY 
from the gun’s stock.

ADJUSTING THE SLING FOR FIELD USE
11)  Move both the Short Strap and the Long Strap Hooks and equal number 

of holes (if possible), to lengthen, or shorten, the sling as needed.

ADJUSTING THE SLING FOR COMPETITION USE
12)  For a right-handed shooter, place the butt of the rifle on the right hip and 

cradle the rifle in the crook of the right arm, leaving both hands free to 
adjust sling.

13)  Disengage the Short Strap Hook and pull the “D” ring toward the muzzle 
until the Hook of the Short Strap is near the rifle’s butt sling swivel. Insert 
the Hook into the second or third pair of holes from the Hook to form a 
tight loop around the rifle’s butt swivel.

14)  Move the Lower Keeper from its position against the “D” ring until it is 
just below the Long Strap Hook.

15)  The “loop” used to add stability for shooting is formed by that portion of 
the Long Strap between the “D” ring and the Lower Keeper. To increase 
the size of the loop, force the outside portion of the Long Strap toward 
the muzzle while pulling the inside portion of the Long Strap toward the 
butt of the rifle.

16)  Once the loop is formed, straighten the sling, grasp the side of the loop 
closest to the rifle stock and twist it one half turn to the left. Put your left 
arm through this loop and position the loop well up on the bicep.

17)  To tighten the loop on the arm, pull the Hook and Lower Keeper of the 
Long Strap toward the rifle’s butt while pushing the inside portion of the 
Long Strap toward the rifle’s  muzzle. This should pull the Lower Keeper 
and Hook of the Long Strap as close to the arm as possible.

18)  Pull the Upper Keeper down on top of the Hook to lock the loop in place.
19)  Wrap your left forearm over the sling and grip the rifle’s stock. Your left 

hand should be between the stock and the sling.
20)  If the sling is too tight, preventing you from shouldering the rifle, or too 

loose to provide adequate tension for a solid position, it will be necessay 
to re-position the Long Strap’s Hook. Wiggle out of the sling and move the 
Long Strap as needed to shorten, or lengthen, the sling.
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